Henzly Meghie

95 Park St
Montclair, NJ 07042
Phone: (201) 838-6845
E-Mail: henzlym@gmail.com
Website:blk-canvas.com
December 3, 2017
The Kraus Group LLC
4 Spring Street
Morristown, NJ 07960
Dear Kraus Marketing,
I am writing to express interest in the Junior Web Developer position at Kraus Marketing.
After reviewing the responsibilities listed, I believe that my skills and experience level
are a match for the position. Not only do I possess the technical skills of PHP, JS/Jquery,
CSS, HTML but I can also deliver more intangible qualities that come with being a
developer.
I currently work at GWP Inc as a web developer and as a freelancer at UP Design LLC.
At GWP Inc. and UP Design LLC I had the privilege of being hired after working as an
intern. GWP Inc. is where my technical skills were really challenged. While working
there, every new project presented itself with a new problem I hadn't solved before. With
UP Design LLC, the focus was on strategy and research. I had to learn the client's
problems and figure out the best way to solve them.
I provide a fresh perspective when it comes to the design of a website. Most importantly,
I thrive in the process of problem solving. That's what the service business is all about,
right? My philosophy is that I may know all the answers but I am willing to learn and do
the necessary research. My job experience has given me the confidence that through
careful observation and thorough evaluation, success will always be certain.
I am passionate about web development and would be honored to be a part of your team.
Hopefully we can further discuss my background, commitment to web development, and
interest in this position with you. I can be reached at (201) 838-6845. I look forward to
hearing from you. Thank you for your consideration in this exciting opportunity.
Sincerely,
Henzly Meghie

